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“The fact that we are confident in delivering a full range of 

solutions allows us to offer the correct individual procedure for the

best result,” says the Standford University-trained physician about

his comprehensive practice, Struck Plastic Surgery. “We are not 

predisposed to a specific plan, nor are we limited in what we can pro-

pose. Patients truly benefit when you are able to marry the latest in

technology and injectables with a host of minimally invasive 

surgical procedures. We provide our patients with a full range of 

service options, as a large scope of procedures enables us to 

customize treatments to each individual patient.”

According to Dr. Struck, establishing a sound rapport is the most

important ingredient toward developing a healthy doctor-patient 

relationship. More specifically, he prides himself on personally 

performing every treatment—whether the patient is interested in 

surgical procedures or nonsurgical treatments like injectables and

lasers. Dr. Struck’s sub specializations include facial rejuvenation

and body contouring. With the former, he enjoys addressing underly-

ing facial structures through combination therapies, including skin

resurfacing treatments, fillers and holistic therapies. “A complete

approach results in less time off work and a more dramatic improve-

ment.” In addition to Dr. Struck’s central Atherton, California, 

location, patients enjoy the convenience of using two satellite offices

for consultations and postoperative appointments. “We’re committed

to doing whatever we can to enhance every patient’s experience,

assisting them in achieving their cosmetic goals.”

FRAXEL FOCUS
Dr. Struck, an aficionado of the Fraxel™ SR Laser, began using the original technology in 2004, upon its 

introduction to the medical field. “We’re on the FOREFRONT OF CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY. We feel it

enhances our range and perspective, making us more INCLUSIVE AND KNOWLEDGEABLE.” Widely published

on the subject of fractional laser resurfacing, he is a strong proponent of the new and improved Fraxel laser,

Fraxel™ SR1500 Laser, or Fraxel 2, recently brought to market. “The first generation Fraxel offered patients

a non-ablative vehicle to correct photo damage of the face, neck, hand and chest areas—without much down-

time. The second generation Fraxel laser brings additional advantages associated with REVIVING MORE

YOUTHFUL APPEARANCES.” Dr. Struck is excited about the upgrade. “Fraxel 2 has been shown to penetrate

twice as deep as its predecessor, directly stimulating collagen to renew a more youthful glow,” he says.

“Despite the higher energy, the level of heat and minimal discomfort has not changed. This new laser 

really performs. While the prior machine was an excellent solution for photo damage, this machine really

addresses fine lines. I’ve even used it successfully for stretch marks. Fraxel will continue to evolve and remain

an important part of our repertoire.”
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no boundaries
Dr. Steven K. Struck has built a successful, loyalty-based practice around the philosophy 
that treating the whole patient means embracing all disciplines of his specialty—surgery, 
technology, injectables and supplements.
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DR. STEVEN K. STRUCK
WHY DID YOU BECOME A PLASTIC

SURGEON Each patient is an opportunity

to create a customized plan WHAT 

ONE WORD BEST DESCRIBES YOUR

BEDSIDE MANNER Approachable WHAT

ONE LIFESTYLE CHANGE COULD MOST

BENEFIT OUR HEALTH Take the Açaí

berry from Brazil—a powerful antioxidant

HOBBIES Skiing and training for triathlons

I’M NEVER WITHOUT My wedding ring

FAVORITE HISTORICAL FIGURE Lance

Armstrong I WOULD LIKE TO BE

REMEMBERED AS A good father

“I believe a wide 
variety of options is the  

key to providing a high  
level of service.”

—STEVEN K. STRUCK, MD


